ERRATA.

Page 66, line 16 from top, for Roim, read Ruinn.
— 94, line 19 from top, for Balmoral, read Belmont.
— 162, line 29, for probably only an indication of a caparison, read probably the initial letter of the name of the sculptor.
— 166, at line 2 from foot, for Adjoining to the, read Adjoining the.
— 201, line 5 from top, after \( \frac{3}{4} \) inch broad, add—Two varieties of Touchstone for testing the purity of metals by the streak.
— 214, line 10, for in 1350, read in the beginning of the fifteenth century.
— 216, line 34, “One of these is in the Museum of the Andersonian University, Glasgow.” It is so stated in the Statistical Account; but on subsequent inquiry at the Museum, Mr Roger adds, I found that no fossil from the bank of the Kelvin had ever been deposited there.
— 231, line 11 from top, for 2, read 12.
— 259, line 5 from foot, read Martyrologium.
— 278, line 18, for Sages, read Sagas.
— 322, line 10 from foot, for right angle, read obtuse angle.
— 376, line 12 from foot, for A. W. Buist, Esq., Corresponding Member, read Fellow of the Society.
— 477, first line of notes, for give the, read I give the.